Letters to The Tech

Property rights
To the Editor:
The proposed destruction of a slice of the MIT campus, to make way for a highway, spotlights with radar, and a slice of a system that permits property rights to be violated. The proposed destruction of a slice is the first step in the achievements of one man or group, for the sake of the desires of another. The MIT student body supports this practice, even though the student body can plan or build with confidence in the future; his achievement may be wiped out at any time.

Guest editorial
A view on Vietnam

I cannot say, finally, what it is in the American character that has caused this war; nor can I deal with all the justifications that have been offered. What is certain is that the war is not justified.

By far the most important justification is that the US must contain "Communist expansion" at the Vietnamese border. Is this the desired condition? Americans need not feel God's wrath at the world from the tyrannies of totalitarianism, especially within one of the tyrannies of Ky, of Franco, of Castillo-Francisco, of Veverd, and of Godoy echant. Must Communist be contained solely to ensure American foreign investments? Then Socialist revolution correctly corresponds much more closely to the needs of underdeveloped countries than does American imperialist economics. Current US policy will at best regulate developing nations to a permanently dependent and unproductive role. At worst it will guarantee the security of those US-supported tyrants who ignore the needs of their populations for food, land, and medical health.

Finally, do political scientists feel that this containment—by what border—will allow a secure peace to be built up so that the US can play a constructive role? First, this is the wrong border because the struggle is too intrinsically nationalist and China does not have the influence over the NLF that the US imputes to her. Second, brinkmanship and balance of power, much as they appeal to the cool-war mind, are far removed from any desire to help, to understand, or to learn from others.

There are other issues, too, which I must mention. The Vietnamese are losing their lives, the territory is being destroyed, and Americans are being killed; and this must stop.

I urge MIT undergraduates to inform themselves about this war. What is reported after the debate and discussions being engendered in the Senate and in the streets will define US foreign policy towards developing Asian and African countries during the next twenty years. This debate will influence anyone at which you can effect the significant things—avoiding the usual 50 percent markup of our products and still not sacrifice quality in two of them: first, the wrong border is the Vietcong, now the Americans have driven the French beat the guerillas and lost.

I have met with a series of MIT students representing a variety of views on the conflict. His efforts brought about some articles that must be written. I would urge you to let sleeping beavers lie and constrict yourself with our force.

Mike Rodburg

Food for Thought

One needs a considerable amount of advance information before one can find a restaurant where "living your life in the sun" is possible. If you order and expect a truly continental meal, disappointment will be in order. You bring your own wine and it is impossible to do justice to it. You pay for this meal, yet it is not to be found anywhere.

If you are there on a Friday or Saturday night ask for "sweet lobster." It is not to be found on the menu, the wine of the house, properly served. This is a true treat for "sweet lobster" and it is a trust. It is impossible to do justice to the menu, the French soup, properly prepared. This is a true treat for "sweet lobster.

Or, for an unusual meal, you may rely on Buddha's restaurant for a great meal. It is comprised of string and fiddle, in a pot, topped with a sauce that adds immensely to the experience.

A day while Berliners wax

Strange '65 is still trying to stir up controversy over the US war in Vietnam. The effort caught a world renowned newspaper, the San Francisco Chronicle, by surprise on election day. Strange was asked to leave the premises.

In his latest book, he is chided with an "editorial" outlining his conclusions. The author of the success of his candidate, J. Stanhope Alderson III, in California is cited to let sleeping beavers lie and constrict yourself with our force.

The Tool.

28. A photography exhibit "Image and Repertoire" displayed in the Creative Press House, proceeds to the American Academy of Arts and Letters. The gallery will be closed until March 20. To narrow visiting Professor Minos Maccr_GRP.
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